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Cost Saving: $ 10,680

Industry: Food & Beverage
Application: Bottle Labeling Machine

›   Contamination and poor lubrication in the bottling process 
was causing bearings to fail prematurely. 

›   Failures were causing excessive replacement, downtime 
and maintenance cost. 

Beverage manufacturer was experiencing bearing failures 
every three weeks on their bottle labeling machine. 

Introduction:

Key Facts:

›  Sector: Food & Beverage
›  Application: Bottle Labeling Machine
›  NSK Product: Deep groove ball bearings with DDU Double Contact Seals 6004DDU and NSK Solid Lube
›   Problem: Contamination was causing bearing failures in the bottle labeling machine.

Background Information:

SUCCESS STORIES

› Bottle Labeling Machine
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› NSK inspected the application and  failed bearings and suggested upgrading to NSK deep groove bearing with DDU double   
 contact seals and solid lube feature. 
› Solid Lube offered continuous lubrication inside the bearing with double contact seals to contain lubricant and keep out any   
 contamination.
› The upgrade increased replacement intervals from 3 weeks to 6 months saving the plant replacement cost, maintenance and  
 downtime.

Value Proposal:

Technical Features Of: DDU Double Contact Seals with Solid Lube

NSK Solid Lube is a solid lubricant mixture of polymers, oils, and other 
additives which can be customized for your specific lubrication requirements. 
NSK’s solid lubricant has an oil-filled, connected, porous structure. The 
porous polymer structure fills the air space between the rolling elements and 
race, keeping foreign objects out while retaining oil in the pores. The oil 
lubricates the bearing surfaces by capillary action. Additional oil is supplied to 
the bearing from the reserves in the pores. There is no need for maintenance 
or additional lubrication during the life of a NSK Solid Lube filled bearing.

Product Benefits
›  Reduce maintenance costs and down time. 
›  Keep contaminants out of bearing. 
›  Extend bearing life. 
›  Improve housekeeping by eliminating the dripping of grease and oil. 
›  Are available in several formulations, including H-1 and H-2 formulas which  
 meet applicable USDA and FDA standards.

DDU Seals: The DU seal is a contact seal designed for maximum protection 
against all contaminants. The patent pending triple lip mechanism gives 
excellent dust and water protection. With lower speed and temperature limits, 
the DU seal is used in situations where maximum sealing is critical.
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Cost Saving Breakdown:

Issue Solution
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› Bearing Cost: 36 bearings @ $40/each

› Maintenance Cost: Eliminated

› Inventory Cost: 36 bearings @ 27%  
 carrying cost

› Bearing Cost: 360 bearings @ $20/each

› Inventory Cost: 360 bearings @ 27%  
 carrying cost

› Grease usage

› Maintenance Cost: 54 hours @ $55/each

Total Cost Saving

TotalTotal

$10,680

$1,634$12,314
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